**THE PEOPLE’S PROCESS**

1. **Identify opportunities + solutions**
2. **Share history context + experiences**
3. **Explore needs desires • dreams**
4. **Summation**

**People’s Movement Assemblies**

**Local base-building orgs decide to participate in the People’s Process**

**Co-Design**
- People’s Movement Assembly Format
- Political Education
- - 1994 Crime Bill
- - Safety
- - Civics 101
- - Participatory Democracy
- Calendar + Logistics
- Surveys + Protocol

**People’s Movement Assembly Training for Facilitators + Local Base-building Orgs**

**Jail/Prison Survey Data Collection + Analysis**

**Draft Bill Framework**

**Synthesize People’s Movement Assembly policy priorities + draft complete bill**

**Disminate Advocate Organize Campaign**

**The People’s Bill for Safety & Freedom**

**KEY**
- PCSF Coalition Network
- Local Base Building Orgs
- Technical Assistance Providers